Design of Circular Patch Antenna for UWB Applications
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Abstract - This paper exhibits a little size UWB patch reception apparatus with triple channel, J-formed opening is stacked in the patch of the receiving wire for frequency band dismissal. The antenna is designed utilizing the industrially accessible HFSS modeling. The space measurements are methodically balanced and streamlined to accomplish the sought band dismissal reactions. The accomplished results show that the sensor of electromagnetic waves has great execution over the whole UWB band (3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz) with the reception of frequency bands. In addition, the simulation results of the designed antenna receiving 3 bands are tentatively accepted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra Wide Band (UWB) innovation is the premise of distinctive strategies for remote correspondences. In 1896, the to begin with UWB correspondences framework was set up in London to interface two post workplaces, which were more than a mile separated [3]. From that point forward, a contemporary UWB system was presented in 1960 and the U.S. military made utilization of pulse transmissions to cover imaging, radar and stealth and many other wireless applications [8]. After this, UWB has activated a colossal interest in receiving antenna with new open doors and challenging difficulties for antenna designers.

By Shannon-Hartley hypothesis, the primary advantage of the UWB system is that it is channel limit relates to the data transfer capacity. The UWB can deal with a huge limit of many Mbps in light of it is broad frequencies transfer speed. Power consumption for the transmission is very low in UWB system. As a result of low energy density, it is capable to offer a safe and trustworthy communications.

Due to the baseband character of the signal transmission UWB is substandard and trouble-free.[6]-[7]. In February 2002, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) assigned the UWB applications from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz. FCC concluded that, any frequency that takes up at minimum 500 MHz of range can be utilized in UWB system. Consequently, UWB is no more restricted to drive antenna alone, yet likewise incorporates any innovation that uses 500 MHz of range and satisfies the various essentials for UWB. Subsequent to drive antenna - based UWB system transport pulses of power, they can transmit information at a quicker rate contrasted with narrow band frequency carriers. Some UWB applications require the reception of desirable frequency groups by method for discrete band-pass channels in request to defeat the issue of electromagnetic impedance (EMI). The essential test in UWB antenna outline is accomplishing the wide data transmission while keeping up high gain, great radiation effectiveness with a less assembling versatile nature. For the most recent decade, scientists have drawn closer the branch of knowledge in various diverse ways. A various space arrangements installed in the radiation patch or the ground planes are the most well-known ways to deal with understand the reception of desirable frequency groups and to decrease the receiving antenna size [5]-[4].

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The geometry of the ordinary UWB plan for round patch antenna without step channel [1]. In addition, the proposed UWB round patch antenna with triple bands is outlined in Fig. 1. The patch antenna was imprint on a standard FR4 substrate having relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) of 4.4, dielectric loss tangent (tan $\delta$) of 0.019 and substrate thickness of 1.6 mm. The receiving antenna substrate and ground plane sizes approach 47×40 mm$^2$ and 19.3x 40 mm$^2$ separately. The roundabout patch has a micro strip sustain line with measurements 20.3 × 2.6 mm$^2$ to accomplish the impedance coordinating 50 Ω.
III. PARAMETRIC STUDY

The exhibitions of the proposed UWB patch reception apparatus are completely studied. The slot length (L1) are efficiently fluctuated and optimized to accomplish scored band. The receiving antenna is planned and mimicked using HFSS software. In the first place, the conventional UWB roundabout patch receiving antenna was simulated and a VSWR of fewer than 2 and estimation of S11 less than -10 dB are gotten over the entire configuration frequency range (3.1 – 10.6 GHz). The slot lengths determine using the above equation is optimized to get the maximum results. Fig. 2 shows the recreated VSWR of the planned reception apparatus on various opening lengths. Similarly, the outcomes demonstrate a VSWR of more than 2, implying that the composed antenna has demonstrated an unwanted band over spectrum. Fig 3 shows the recreated VSWR of the planned reception apparatus on various opening lengths. Similarly, the outcomes demonstrate a VSWR of more than 2, implying that the comprised antenna says impedance had great coordinating over all the wanted bands. It is additionally watched that the balanced J-molded opening length, thus accomplishes better band reception (4.59 GHz – 5.79 GHz, 8.42 GHz – 9.69 GHz, 12.46 GHz – 13.62 GHz) Fig 3. Measured and Simulated return loss curves.

IV. RESULTS

The reception apparatus return loss and VSWR are recorded furthermore, outlined with the examination of the simulated results. Created UWB roundabout patch receiving Antenna with J shape indents. It is appeared in Fig. 3 that the arrival loss execution of the receiving antenna is superior to anything -10 dB for the whole working frequency range with the reception of ‘C’, ‘X’ and ‘Ku’ frequency bands. Also, the results demonstrate that the receiving antenna says impedance had great coordinating over all the wanted bands. It is additionally watched that the balanced J-molded opening length, thus accomplishes better band reception (4.59 GHz – 5.79 GHz, 8.42 GHz – 9.69 GHz, 12.46 GHz – 13.62 GHz) Fig 3. Measured and Simulated VSWR bends (with and without indents). In any case, the flexible lengths of these three channels were enhanced for a decent band reception execution, which can be an extreme answer for electromagnetic impedance issues and UWB frameworks. Because of the impact of the indent at this specific band. This implies the step channel parameters were streamli ned to give a decent band reception over the specified spectrum. The reception apparatus pick up radically increments after this band. It can be compressed that the addition expanded when the recurrence increment for the proposed UWB reception apparatus.

### Table I. Critical DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE ANTENNA structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Dimensions</td>
<td>L=47mm,W=40mm,L_p=19.3mm,W_p=40mm, W=2.6mm, L=20.3mm,r=10mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Slot Dimensions</td>
<td>X1l=8.5m,Y1l=3.8mm, X1l=2.8mm,n1=0.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>FR4, ε_r=4.4, h=1.6mm, tan δ=0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. CONCLUSIONS

A little size UWB patch receiving antenna with a decent band-reception execution have been outlined and measured. One diverse space was inserted in the patch of the antenna as indent channel. The space measurement was advanced for frequency band reception. The accomplished results demonstrate that the proposed reception apparatus has good exhibitions as far as radiation example, addition and reflection coefficient for the whole working frequency range with the reception of ‘C’, ‘X’, ‘Ku’ bands.
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